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Chemistry & Creamery
Logo Project
Brief:

Create a logo for the ice cream
shop Chemistry and Creamery.
The client has specifically
requested a symbol logo that can
be used with or without the
company name accompanying it,
for use on their ice cream
containers, work uniforms, and
other promotional materials.
The logo must be cutting edge,
modern/futuristic, familyfriendly, clean and science
oriented. The target
demographics are families and
college students, both male and
female, with a mid to high
level income.
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Visual Research
I started with typical research into competing companies
that have a similar target audience. I conducted Google
image searches with search terms such as ice cream,
creamery, dairy, gelato, etc.
Additional details in the client brief were that the company
uses liquid nitrogen to make their ice cream and that they
did NOT want a test tube to be incorporated into their logo.
With that in mind, I additionally researched chemistry lab
equipment, safety gear, and nitrogen element diagrams.
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Conceptualization
I began with brainstorming a list consisting of words that I
associated with chemistry and creamery as well as additional
adjectives that describe the overall style the client was
looking for.
Once that was complete, I began sketching as many concepts
and ideas as I could while referring to my list to get some
prompts for potential visual elements.
I liked the idea of using a beaker or other piece of lab
equipment in the logo but I also was hoping to come up with
a good concept incorporating safety glasses or the chemical
symbol for nitrogen.
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First-draft sketches of various concepts
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Some slightly refined concept sketches
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Even more sketches! I was trying to exhaust all my ideas
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I decided to stick with the inverted
beaker and scoop of ice cream as
the main theme. After coming to
that conclusion, I worked on
incorporating the nitrogen
diagram.
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Finally, I started further refining my final
ideas in Illustrator.
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Type treatment ideas
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Execution
Solution:

A minimalistic approach to quickly
convey the brand message.
After all the drafts and sketches,
I finally decided to cut as many
elements out as possible in order
to cleanly and efficiently display
the so-called “main ingredients.”
I retained the oval background
shape so that the symbol portion
has a bit more flexibility with
placement on multiple mediums
(hats, employee lab coats, etc).
The final logo is clean, modern
and accurately reflects the client
and business values, ethos, style
and decor.
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Bear in Heaven
Poster Project
Brief:

Create a concert or event poster
using one or more historical art
styles to inform the work while
still reflecting the mood of the
promoted event.
The client needs a 11x17 inch
poster at 300dpi to promote a
live concert. The composition,
color scheme and typography
need to be thoughtful and
effective. I am encouraged to
utilize any media appropriate to
convey the intended design, but
the final format must be digital.
A combination of traditional and
digital media may be used to
achieve unique effects.
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Visual Research
For the subject, I chose to create a poster for a concert
performed by the band Bear In Heaven. They are a modern,
relatively new(ish) rock band that has been described as
experimental and psychedelic with a definitve 1980’s feel
and influence.
My end goal was to create an overall Constructivist layout
with a hint of De Stijl abstraction. The colors, however, are
straight out of the 80’s. I wanted to push the color palette to
give that somewhat neon-tacky, bright, unapologetic feel in
overly commercial 80’s visual design.
Finally, I wanted to further convey the analog rock mixed
with synthesized electronic sound of Bear In Heaven by
mixing opposing visuals and somewhat jarring textures
layered in the design.
The primary influences that I researched were the works of
Rodchenko and Josef Muller-Brockmann as well as the
countless commercial TV and print designers of the 1980’s.
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1980’s television and video tape footage
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Müller-Brockmann and Rodchenko influences
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Conceptualization
Primarily, the layout and color experimentation took place in
Illustrator. I traced the abstract shapes of the bear based on
a copyright-free, public domain photo taken by the U.S.
Parks and Wildlife Service.
Once the layout and colors were finalized in Illustrator, I
moved all the elements into Photoshop. I created a full
compliment of custom textures. I took five different types of
paper (tracing, watercolor, etc) and soaked them with coffee
and wet coffee grounds. I let them dry in the sun and
scanned them for the background of the poster. For the
subtle, wavy TV scan lines, I simply took digital photos of my
monitor while it displayed a solid white field. Additionally, I
created a basic line pattern in Photoshop and used the
Liquify tool to make it wavy and distorted.
All textures were overlayed on specifically selected elements
using various blending modes and a wide range of opacities.
The top typeface is a heavily cut and modified version of
Idlewild by Hoefler & Frere-Jones while the bottom type is a
modified version of Heroic Condensed Bold.
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Working on layout, then text/title styles and finally the base colors
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Details of the final applied
textures and effects

Coffee stained paper to scan and
create textures in Photoshop
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Execution
Solution:

A colorful, heavily textured mix of
historically influenced style and
80’s pop/video culture.
The somewhat surreal, electronic
rock sound of Bear In Heaven is
visually reflected in this poster
through the use of scan lines,
RBG color shifts, static lines,
fragmented collage and a bright
color pallette.

It’s interesting to note that with all the
subtle scan lines rendered on the final
composition — when viewing the work at
different sizes and resolutions on different
monitors, the scan lines seemingly change
patters and shift from dark to light. This
was a welcome fluke that to me, adds some
additional quirky visual interest.
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Gourmet Graphics
Studio Project
Brief:

Create a concept for a unique
design studio that targets a niche
market and develop an operations
plan infographic.
I am to conceptualize, name and
create a logo for the unique
studio. Further, I must break
down specific hardware and
software costs, workflow steps,
primary file structure and a
description of the network. All
data must be compiled into a
17x11 inch infographic.
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Visual Research
I decided quickly to tailor the design studio so that it
services the food industry, mainly restaurant identities and
branding, menu design, etc.
Once I decided on the specific industry, I came up with the
name Gourmet Graphics and wrote out a specific description.
Once the full concept was fully fleshed out, it was time to
research competing studios and existing restaurant logos
and identities.
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Conceptualization
First, the description and overall goal of Gourmet Graphics
was formally written with a mission statement, tagline and
logo drafts.
I then created nine refined and near final logo drafts for
further review. They all share some of the same qualities but
each had a unique voice that I felt was important to express
in the final logo. My final choice was one of the most simple
concepts simply because I didn’t want the logo to look too
flashy and I wanted it to reflect a certain sense of refinement
and quality.
Finally, I wrote up drafts and final lists of all the hardware,
software and subscriptions needed for the studio, as well as
a specific working file structure, network description and
work process steps all to ultimately incorporate into the final
infographic sheet.
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Logo drafts
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Various concepts for the logo created
in Illustrator
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Execution
Solution:

A clean and refined logo, specific
business description and an
information-packed infographic.

GOURMET
GRAPHICS

I feel that the final logo (on the
left) marries perfectly with the
studio plan and description
(shown on the following two
pages). The infographic
illustrates the overall operations
plan from the required network
needed to the typical work
process steps.
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Description:
Gourmet Graphics is a design studio specializing in the
creation and implementation of visual identities and
branding exclusively for businesses within the restaurant
and catering industry. Like the food you serve, your
restaurant’s logo, menu, and overall visual branding needs
to be unique with a personality that reflects your core values
and attracts the customers and clients you want.
Gourmet Graphics offers a fully customizable package of
deliverables designed to fit your budget and your needs.
From your business logo to a full complement of visual
branding assets such as menus, flyers, business cards,
letterhead, advertising, and even consultation on your
interior design to match your brand! You can expect all the
assets you need to manage your visual brand smoothly: a full
color as well as black and white logo suitable for print and
electronic display, menu source documents, style guides and
much more!
Tagline:
Visual identities for restaurants & eateries
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